Record Series: 5/12/4
Academic Development
Vice-President for Governmental Relations and Public Service
Office of University Relations Photographs, 1972-2013

Box 1:
University of Illinois Presidents - Stanley O. Ikenberry:
   Ikenberry Photos and Slide, ca. early 1980s
   Ikenberry Photos with Governor Thompson, in D.C. “Action”, 1985
   Stanley O. Ikenberry, 1989, 2002
   UOPA’s Own Slides and Photos not being used for 10/94 Evaluation, 1994
      Note: Contains photos and slides of University of Illinois president Stanley O. Ikenberry.

University of Illinois Presidents - James J. Stukel:
   President James J. Stukel Photos, 1995-96, 2002-2004
      Note: Includes photos with his wife Joan, Prince Hassan bin Talal of the Jordanian royal family, former Governor George Ryan, former Governor Jim Edgar, Larry Smarr, Robert Novak, Chairman Larry Eppley, Chairman Jeffrey Gindorf, Doug Colbeth, Jimmy Collins, Judith R. Reese, and Susan L. Gravenhorst.
   Stukel, 1996
      Note: Includes photos of a tour with Lee Daniels and photos with Arnold Beckman at the Beckman Institute.
   President James J. Stukel, at Basketball Game, 1997 (2 folders)
   President James J. Stukel Posed by Illinois Map, undated
   Stukel Headshots, undated

University of Illinois Presidents - Bob Easter:
   Bob and Cheryl Easter Greeting Card, ca. 2010s

University Scholars:
   University Scholars, 1985
   University Scholars, 1986
   University Scholars, 1988
   University Scholars, 1990
   University Scholars - Mary Carruthers, ca. 1990
   University Scholars, 1991
   University Scholars, 1992
   University Scholars, 1993
   University Scholars, 1994
   University Scholars, 1995
   University Scholars, 1996
   University Scholars UIC, 1997
   University Scholars Urbana, 1997
University Scholars Kodak Slide Boxes:
University Scholars Titles Only, 1985
University Scholars, 1986 (2 large boxes)
University Scholars Accuda thru Yau plus prefacing titles U.S. A thru C, 1987
University Scholars, 1988
University Scholars, 1989
University Scholars, 1991

Photographs, Slides, Negatives, and Digital Printouts:
Photographs, 1972, 1982, 2001 (2 folders)
   Note: Includes photos of Allerton, Robert W. Holley, virtual reality in school, Robert Schrieffer, John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, Paul Lauterbur, Harold “Red” Grange, Vincent Dan Vigneaud, Tony McHugh, John Robert Schrieffer, Albert Slepyan, Berry Donald, Lawrence C. Eppley, George Crumb, Fidel V. Ramos (President of the Philippines), Fazihr Khan, Michael Loul, and Earl Kellogg.
Salute to Academic Achievement, SOI and Harold Washington, ca. 1979-1995
   Note: Includes photos of Stanley O. Ikenberry and Harold Washington.
Sperling Breakfast Pictures and Slides, 1985
Sperling Breakfast, Student Residence Groundbreaking, and Board of Trustees Pictures and Proofs, 1985-86
Beckman North Campus, 1986
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) Campus, ca. 1986
   Note: Includes a series of photos of Dr. Beckman from summer 1986 as well as faculty and agricultural photos.
Bardeen, John – Sony Endowment, 1989
ACT-SO Luncheon Photos, 1990
UOPN’s Slides and Photos Not Being Used for SOI Slideshow October 1994, 1990, 1994
   Note: Includes photos of president Stanley O. Ikenberry, the University of Illinois Trustees’ Reunion (October 19, 1990), and Terrell School Reading Program.
Astronaut (Bernard A. Harris Jr.) at UIC for ACT-SO Awards, 1991
AA President’s Award, 1991, 1993
Autographed Photo of Bernard Harris Jr., Chancellor Bilker, and Student Alumni Association UOPA, ca. 1991, 1996

Box 2:
Photographs, Slides, Negatives, and Digital Printouts:
ACT-SO Luncheon and Kenberry Reception, 1992, 1999
Photographs and Negative, 1993, 1996,
   Note: Includes photos of college basketball, the Illini marching band (1993), students, the Alma Mater (Sept 1996), and Foellinger Auditorium (September 1996).
Building Slides, 1995-96, 2001 (2 folders)
Motorola, Building, 9/29/1997
Student Alumni Association (SAA) Banquet Proofs/Program, 1998
Salute to Academic Achievement, December 1998
   Note: Includes photos of James J. Stukel
Interactive Electronics Laboratory Symposium (electrical circuits using web-based
technology), Computer Scholars Camp, and Kids Invent Toys, 1999-2000
Chicago and Urbana-Champaign Campus Slides, 1999-2002
Dividends of Technology, 2000 (2 folders)
   Note: Contains the brochure “Dividends of Technology: 15 Ways the University
of Illinois Benefits the People of Illinois” as well as slides for the photos used in
the publication as well as slides and negatives considered for use in the
publication.
Dividends of Technology (encore), 2001
Annual Report, 2001 (3 folders)
   Note: Contains photos, slides, and negatives used in the annual report for 2001
Dividends of Technology (innovation), 2002
State of the University Report, 2002
   Note: Includes Publication, disk for digital versions of the photos used in the
publication, documentation on where hard copies of the photos can be found, and
slides of photos that were considered for the publication.
University of Illinois Chicago (UIC) Negatives and Digital Printouts, ca. 2003
   Note: Includes photos of students, classrooms, and teachers; virtual reality; a UIC
helix staircase; the Halsted L stop at night; a dance class; rehearsal for a
performance of Lady Audley’s Secret; a protest; and the hospital.
UIUC Negatives, Digital Printouts, and Articles, 2003 (2 folders)
   Note: Includes photos of students, classrooms, and teachers including Professor
Ron Kovatch, student Robert Keller, professor Steve Brad Helle; BCK – Quad;
tango dancing; shadowboxing; an English department open house; McKinley
health center; wine tasting; Dennis Mitchell cleaning a skeleton; a wood working
shop; a stage; the quad; cheerleaders; construction; College of Agricultural,
Consumer and Environmental Sciences open house, farms, and cows; the
undergraduate library at night; a sorority formal; a small animal clinic; and Tae-
Kwon-do.
University of Illinois: 24/seven Annual Report, 2003 (3 folders)
Growth, 2004
News Briefs, ca. 2004
Outreach, 2004
Streamlining, 2004
Undergrad Education, 2004
Quality, 2004
   Note: Includes negatives from the UIC hospital.

Box 3:
Photographs, Slides, Negatives, and Digital Printouts:
   Aerial of Part of Chicago, undated
   Don Football Pictures, undated
   Extra Photos, undated (3 folders)
ILCSO Logo Floppy Disks, undated
Lippincott and Margales - UI Identity Image Inventory, undated
MISC SOI Articles and Airport Terminal, undated
Naomi Lynn and Sylvia Manning, undated
Slides and Negatives, undated (3 folders)
   Note: Labels include: Molecular & Nanostructures: M&ENS; Advanced Clinical Systems Groups: Stephen Sligor’s lab; Confocal Microscope ITG fish; M&ENS: Theoretical Biographics Group “Schulten’s Molecule” TB CPU Cables; Confocal Microscope ITG Don Hamerman; Beckman in the Fall; Ilinet; UIC Artificial Intelligence Traffic; Emily Wang Illuminating design; and MEMS Wafers Urbana.
UIC Campus, undated

Kodak Slide and Oversized Negative boxes:
   Tax Campaign, 1987-88 (2 boxes)
   Richard Anderson, ca. 1988
   Beckman, ca. 1988
   Briskin, ca. 1988
   Fineberg, ca. 1988
   Floyd Dunn, ca. 1988
   Manohar, M, ca. 1988
   Ray? ok, ca. 1988
   Sudman, ca. 1988
   (Lou) van den Dries, 1988
   Viskek, ca. 1988
   Nick Holonyak, undated
   Public Affairs, undated (4 boxes)

Compact Discs and DVDS:
   1. Leggett, undated
   2. Carl Woese, 10/15 2003
   4. Good Works, undated
   5. R. R. Schrieffer, undated
   7. Holanyak, 2/2003
   8. University of Illinois State of the University FINAL, 2003
   9. UIUC Presentation “Windows of Time”: AL Edmonson, undated
   10. Beckman Images, undated
   11. University of Illinois Springfield (UIS) Sangamon Auditorium, undated
   12. MATT UIC, April 2003
   13. UIAA Various, May 2003
   15. U of I Annual Report: Men’s Basketball MJS, undated
17. MATT UIC 12, undated
18. MATT 20, undated
19. UIS v. Illini Wheelchair B Ball, undated
20. Inside Covers, 7/30/2023
   Note: Contains two photos of the UIC campus.
21. Matt 5: South Farms Shadow Boxing, undated
22. UIC Photos, undated
23. Wiegand 1 OD, undated
24. UIS Photos, undated
25. Quad UI Scheer Jump Rope, October 3, 2003
27. Urbana M, undated
28. Heggett, undated
29. Lauterbur, undated
34. UIS Pac Pic, undated
35. UI Annual Report: Icara B-Ball: DICT Computer Lab, undated
36. BKJ in Class: Alex Andrew Sand, 4/26/2023
37. Sweatshop Rally, undated
38. Mctteugh White, 8/21/2002
39. NCSA; from Becky Makry, undated
40. Mabry: Woese, undated
41. Images of UIC UIS for Michele Plante, 10/30/2003
42. Dr. Liu Photos, undated
43. N-G Photo, undated
44. Images for OPM, 7/26/2002
45. Legacy 2 Back of Book, 10/21/2004
46. Legacy Publication Section Fonts, 10/2004
47-48. Legacy, undated
49. Legacy Technology, undated
50. Legacy, 12/15/2004
51. Annual Report, undated
52. Lueren Library, undated
54. U of I Annual Reports Noteworthy 2, 8/1/2002
55. U of I News Briefs #2 (Same Photos as #1), undated
56. U of I Last Minute Photos All Text #1, undated
57. Banner Pub Mechanicals, 2002
59. 1st Always Thinking Annual Report, undated
60. UIS #1 Teacher and Student Librarians (in comp), 3/28/2002
61. UIS (on comp) 2 RGB Scans, undated
62. UIS Digital Pix From Curt, undated
63. Mabry UIS Grounds UIS Pix #1, undated
64. Mabry ground shots UIS Pix #2, undated
65. University of Illinois at Springfield, undated
66. Buildings and Staff at UIS, undated
67. Annual Report Images from UIC News Bureau: Moscow Theatre, Steve Jones/Virtual Reality, undated
68. UIC College of Medicine Magazine: MAC Files Artwork, 5/7/2001
69. Images of Thailand: Corel Professional Photos, undated
70. University Relations Giertz, undated
71. President Stukel, undated
72. Chicago Pics (2), undated
73. Wordmark, undated
74. A Walk Beside the Yamuna: Design Proposals for Taj Cultural Heritage District, undated
75. Uopa St Fair; Chicago Campus (UIC), undated
78. Single Sargeon: Dr. Beneditti Photo, undated
82-83. Encore/Dividends of Technology: U o f I Banner Pub-Spring, 3/22/01
84. U of I - In Brief Pocket Facts OS, 2002
85. State of the University Printer’s Desk, 1/22/2003
86. Pocket Facts, 2/3/2003
87. UI Annual Report: One University for Illinois, 2004
88. Archival Inaugud, undated
89. UI Public Affairs Medallions, 6/6/2005
91. BJW at Commencement, undated
92. U of I Pocket Facts, undated
93. Krannert Center Marketing Department, undated
94. U of I Office of Public Affairs Final Files State of University, 4/20/2004
96-98. Inauguration, 9/22/2005
100. University of Illinois College of Business “Tax is changing. Time is short.”, undated
102. Magelli/Kauffman PowerPoint; Bev Gibbons, 12/7/2003
103. UIC, undated
104. Illinois Fire Service Institute U o f I Annual Report - IF 31 Photographs, 7/12/2004
105. UI English Division Seibel, 4/30/2004

Box 4:
Compact Discs and DVDS:
107. UIS People, [illegible] etc, New, 2004
108. MRI Photos for Annual Report, 11/2/2004
109. ACES-ITCS, 5/25/2005
110. Nobel Medals, undated
111. Photos, July-September 2002
112. UI Public Affairs “Goals”, 2001/2002
113. Photos for Becky, undated
114. Scholarship PDFs, undated
115. Wall Project, 8/16/2002
117. News Gazette Stukel Photos, undated
118. Stukel and Nick, 10/13/2004
119. James Stukel with Flags, Photo by Don Hamerman, 2002
120. JJS IU Classroom Lou McClellan, 3/3/2004
122. Stukel Family Photos, undated
123. Stukel Legacy, undated
124. Dr. Stukel by Don Hammerman, 5/2004
125. Stukel Photos, undated
126. Walter Knorr, DG07-02-23, undated
127. President White/MLK Award, DG07-01-09, undated
128. Brilliant Futures: The Campaign for the University of Illinois: UIF 2010 Annual Meeting Gift Announcements, 10/1/2010
134. Matt NCSA
   Note: Inaccessible to PC
135. UIS Kara Springfield 2, 4/2003
   Note: Inaccessible to PC
136. Kara D: Night, Wine, Moot and Kara, BKJ Computer Lab, Details, Stukel
   Note: Inaccessible to PC
137. BKJ MAC; Moon, Wesley, Skater Guy, BKJ undated
138. Kara Springfield: Stukel Group
   Note: Inaccessible to PC
139. Board of Trustees (BOT) #1, undated
140. BOT #2, undated
142. Beth Vrdsky: Professor T. Jess, undated
143. T. Jess; Photo Credit: L. Brian Stauffer, undated
144. UIC Annual Report Photos Backup, 2007
147. UIS Phantoom #1, undated
149. UIS Photos 1, undated
150. U of Illinois MISC #1, undated
151. UIC Annual Report Photos, 2007
152. Start with This CD: Text Cover Images Layout Order, undated
153. UI Alumni Association Photos, undated
155. Strategic Plan: Cover, 2007
156. U of I Strategic Plan, 9/12/2007
157. BOT, 2007
158. 070323_BOT; 8-bit Adobe RGB, undated
160. UI 29 President’s House Brochure, 6/5/2007
163. Annual Report Office of President, undated
164. Wiegand, ca. 2005
165. University of Illinois College of Law, undated
166. Hamerman: Generic Science, undated
167. Copy of OTM Hallway Photos, undated
168. UI Press, 11/6/2003
169. UIC Drafts and Files from ACL, undated
170. URS-UIC, 4/15/2005
171. President White Inauguration Promo Approval 9/7, ca. 2005
172-73. Dialogue on Chief Illiniwek: Mail, Reports, and Supporting Material, undated
175. President White One Medicine Conference, 1/9/2007
176-77. State of the University, 2001
178. Year in Review University of Illinois, 2006
179. The Process of Discovery: NCSA Science Highlights, ca. 1992
180-181. Global Campus Initiative: Greetings from President B. Joseph White, undated
182. President White/IL Connection Camera Tapes; Time Coded Reference Copy, undated
183. Copy 2: SAA, Dec 2002
184. 070201-igb.bp, undated
185. OUR UIUC TH, 8/14/2006
186. OUR Student, 8/14/2006
187. The Economic Engine That Could – Lex Tate, undated
188. Untitled, undated

Note: Front of disk is printed with a picture of the UIUC quad. Note: Inaccessible to PC a computer.
189. White-UIS House Inauguration, 1/10/2007
190. UISB: Kara: Springfield: Springfield 2, undated
191. Grand Opening: Business Instructional Facility; Todd Sweet, 10/17/2008
192. College of Business Photos: BIF Grand Opening: BIF General, 10/17/2008
193. B. Joseph White, 7/14/2008
194. UIUC Image Database, undated
196. NB Pix, 1/21/2009
197. IGPA Photos for UI Annual Report, undated
198. UIS Photos, 10/2008
199. Pocket Facts; Quark File Images, undated
200. UIS, undated
Note: Contains photos of Brookens Library, chancellor’s picnic, commencement 2008, Center for Teaching & Learning, disability week, emiquon, first week - fall 2007, GIS (Geographic Information System), INO Department newly named, liberal arts studies, mentor program, people on the quad, psychology department, UIS buildings, Dr. Chris Miller, Dr. John Martin, Professor Kent Redfield, and Dean Margo Duley.

208. BJW SIO Legislators Carroll: Higher EU. Summit, 6/24/2008
209. BOT Meeting at UIS, 11/2007
210. University Medallion, undated
211. Tuskegee, undated
212. wwhilts.jpg, 7/15/2008
216. University of Illinois Springfield (UIS), 1/2009
218. History Makers Reception Photos, undated
220. BOT Meeting Candidates, 2008
221. BOT-Backdrop Image, ca. 2008
  Note: Disk 1-5 contain high resolution application files. Disk 5 also has low resolution PDF’s.
227. Governor Quinn Visit, undated
228. OUR - U of I Edits – October 8
229. President with Ebert, undated
230. Stukel with Eppley, undated
231. Stukel with Jimmy Collins (Coach), undated
232. Annual Report - Last Minute Photos, 2004
233. Annual Report - Intro, 2004
234. Annual Report - Financials, Trustees, Acknowledgments, RHB Folks, 2004
236. Impact Illinois, 7/2005
237. Research at UIC Scans, undated
  Note: Includes a TIF of Dr. Ausman who was doing research in neurosurgery.
238. Chicago Building for P.F., undated
239. State of the University Pics, undated
240. SOTU, 2003
241. University of Illinois Hi-Res Images and Miscellaneous Files, Disk 2 of 3, 10/16/2002
243. Sent 7/22 to THB: Impact Illinois, undated
244. U of I Annual Report Cover Pix, 11/19/2007
247. U of I in Brief, undated
   Note: Contains images for Chicago, Springfield, and Urbana-Champaign campuses.
249. UOPA Pocket Facts, 2001
250. Images for Annual Report from Scan Tech, 8/20/2001
   Note: Contains headshots of individuals at the University—likely professors.
251. RHB: University of Illinois Scans, 2/2/2001
252. Pocket Facts Photos, 2005
254. UI 20 Pocket Facts, 2001-2004
256. Christine Johnson: Charles Rhodes, ca. 2001
258. UOPA Annual Report 2, ca. 2001
260. The Pursuit of Excellence at UIC, undated
262. UIC Photos, 3/28/2001
263. Annual Report 6, ca. 2001
264. Annual Report 5 UODA, ca. 2001
265. UOPA Annual Report 7; UIS Building, ca. 2001
266. Annual Report 4, 6/13/2001
267. UOPA Annual Report 8, ca. 2001
268. Pocket Facts Photos, 2004
269. Microcapsules, undated
270. UIC 2, undated
272. PF, 2003
273. Photos, undated
   Note: Contains five photographs, three of adults and two of babies.
274. RHB University of Illinois Scans (Part 2), 2/6/2001
   Note: Contains photographs of scientists in the lab, a mask, and food.
275. Working Files, Disk 3 of 3, 10/16/2002
276. Bitzer with Bmmy, undated
277. Stukel Photo, undated
278. Annual Report Images: UIC News B.: Moscow Theatre, Steve Jones, undated
279. SUTU, 2003
   Note: Contains materials relating to Nick Adams and Kevin Gamble, UIS Basketball Coach and Athletic Director.
280. Annual Report (QXP OS Files), Disk 1 of 3, 10/16/2002
281. PF, 2004
283. Whit Scott et al, undated
286. Weigand 2: Gaines, Kurtz, Ataman, undated
287. Urbana CD, undated
288. Oklahoma City National Memorial: Images of 168 Memorial Chairs, undated
289. Impact Illinois: #8 Vet with Lizard/ # 2 Dr. D, 12/2005
290. Nobel, undated
291. UIS Pics: For UA “Good Works 03”, 2003
292. UIC 1 Good Works, 2003
293. Pocket Facts Images, 2006
299. Test Video, undated
302. Digital Stock: Volume 97 World Travel, undated (2 disks)
303. UI President Joseph White: Robin Scholz 1/31/05
304. Joe White: Matt Ferguson Photography LTD., undated
305. Walking Shadows Productions, Inc., undated
306. UIF President Inauguration Walk-in Video (Slide Show), 2005
307. Jackson Photos, undated
   Donor Development”, undated
309. University of Illinois Board of Trustees Meeting Carl Woese Award, 11/23/2010
310. Announcement of the 18th President Designee of the University of Illinois: Michael
   J. Hogan, 5/12/2010 (2 disks)
311. Freedom of Information Act & Open Meetings Act Seminar, 2009
312. Gunny Hudak-David, undated
313. UIS Photos Request, 8/28/2009
314. Tent Party at UI Presidents’ House, 2010
315. New UI President Michael Hogan, announcement, 5/12/2010
316. Annual Meeting & Pier Images
317-319. Illinois Board of Trustees Meeting, undated
   Note: Disk 1 contains Portraits.
320. President Hogan Announcement Chicago, DG 10/5/2003
321. UIS New Faculty Photos, 2009
322. Pocket Facts: UIS Photos, undated
323. DF 08 06 18 Meares, undated (2 disks)
324. TMS, 5/12/2010
325. Board of Trustees – Chicago: LB. Staufer, undated
326. OGR Casework, undated
327. DG10_08_31_Forney and DG10_08_30_Laing, undated (2 disks)
328. Michael Hogan Portraits, 5/2010
330. IGB PP4 Presentation, undated
331. iBIO, 2/2008
332. Rocket’s Photos: UBC, 2008
334. Arnold Orville Beckman, Ph.D.: Great Man of Science and Humanity: Memorial Service (2 disks), 7/7/2004
335. National Education Report: Save Our Seas, University of Arkansas, Yale, undated
336. Mannie Jackson Student Brunch Video, undated
337. Qualified Plans: What You Don’t Know May Be More Important Than What You Do Know, undated
338. 6News: Baker Professor/MLK Speed, 1/20/2008
339. Old Disc Files Made 12/22/2010
340. UIF central Admin Business Card; undated
341. UIF Central Admin Stationery, undated
342. UIF Central Admin Envelope, undated
343. Heart Ball Ad, 2007
345. UI Wordmark, undated
346. Board of Trustees, 11/2007
347. Dr. Hogan, UIUC, 2010-12
348. The Illinois Connection Advocacy Network, 2011
349. 110323 UI Board of Trustees Meeting; UI News Bureau Stauffer, undated
350. Cory Holt, undated
351. The Chief and the Tradition, 2003
354. Student Protest on Racism, Produced by Liberation! Radio Collective Aired on WEFT 90.1 FM, Collected from Interviews on 10/31/2006
358. B. Joseph White: President of the University of Illinois, 4/26/2007
359. Vendor Data: Jodi Cohen-Chicago Tribune FOIA, 2006
360. Latino Policy Institute Press Conference, undated
361. BGT Archive Photos: Photo credit: Roberta Dupuis-Devlin, undated
362. Board of Trustees Working Shots, 5/2013
363. Sylvia Manning and Stanley Ikenberry, 1/2008
364. Ikenberry Tribute/Alexis Tate
365. Inauguration Photos from UIS, 1/2013
366. CARE Center Stock Images, undated
Hard Copies of Pics on CDs